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About This Content

Fly the brand-new CH-67 Huron and Mi-290 Taru heavy-lift helicopters, and master Sling Loading to provide ground support in
the Arma 3 Helicopters DLC.

Key Features

CH-67 Huron - The CH-67 Huron is a twin-engine, tandem rotor heavy-lift helicopter. Its primary role is the
transportation of troops, vehicles and cargo. The Huron exists in two variants. The armed variant includes two side
gunners manning 6.5 mm gatling guns, while the transport version exchanges gunners for two additional passenger
positions.

Mi-290 Taru - The Mi-290 Taru is a heavy utility helicopter with coaxial rotors and a unique modular construction.
Mission pods enable the Taru to serve a variety of different roles. It can transport cargo, troops, and provide battlefield
supplies (ammunition, fuel, repair facilities, and medical equipment). The helicopter can also lift light vehicles thanks to
its sling loading capabilities.

Showcase Sling Loading - Explore the new Sling Loading feature and use your heavy transport helicopter to support
NATO forces on Altis.
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Time Trials - Win the gold medal and set the record time in four exclusive helicopter Time Trials.

Platform Update

The Arma 3 Helicopters DLC is supported by a major Arma 3 platform update, featuring a wide variety of new content and
features. The platform update is free for all owners of Arma 3.

Supporting Content

Support MP Mode - A new, sector control-inspired mode challenges players to transport units in and around the
battlefield and provide logistical support by delivering supplies and executing medevac operations.

VR Training - Four new courses that help you master the art of helicopter flight.

Objects - A variety of new objects, ranging from landing platforms, to ropes and engine cranes, for Arma 3 content
creators.

Supporting Features

Advanced Flight Model - Opt into the alternative flight dynamics powered by RotorLib for all official Arma 3
helicopters.

Sling Loading - Carry externally slung cargo under helicopters, and use the rope technology for other cool purposes.

Firing from Vehicles - Use your personal weapons from specific passenger positions in a wide range of vehicles.
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Title: Arma 3 Helicopters
Genre: Action, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Bohemia Interactive
Publisher:
Bohemia Interactive
Release Date: 4 Nov, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum: 

OS: Windows 7 SP1 (64bit)

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz or AMD Dual-Core Athlon 2.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9800GT / AMD Radeon HD 5670 / Intel HD Graphics 4000 with 512 MB VRAM

DirectX®: 10

Hard Drive: 32 GB free space

Audio: DirectX®-compatible on-board

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Polish,Russian,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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The only DLC that's really not worth buying at all, I've only ever seen people use the Taru in Altis Life (Because when do you
ever get to play as CSAT anyways?) and the Huron might be used in Liberation or Invade and Annex but the Ghost Hawk does
almost the same job just as well
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